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Question no 1

•Importance of historical context

•Historical context means history of something, the background of
something history helps us understand things better

•Historical context is very important in order to understand society because
we cannot give conclusion about a specific problem unless we know
the background or the history of that problem

•When it comes to the sociology structure, we structures we always include
historical context because if we want to understand the intensity of the situation
we must get to the root of that problem

•Historical context helps us understand how society,technology and government worked
back then and how it works how it helps us understand what motivated people to
behave as they did

•Therefore before treating a patient the doctor always focus on the history of the
Patient it helps the doctor better understand the patient situation

•Question no 2

••Conflict Approach ••

•A theory presented by Karl Marx that point out the unequal distribution of
Opportunity and resources in the society and it’s effect on people of society

•As our society is divided in to two parts
The one is rich group and the other is poor group

•One one hand poor are lack behind and on the other hand rich group get all
the power access to modern education ,better health care,and better jobs and better
Lifestyle

•During lockdown

•The problems people are facing due to lockdown all around the country due to covid 19
according to conflict approach are



•Financial problem
The biggest problem caused by the lockdown for poor people is that they
Have to face the financial crisis.Most of The our society consists of people who
Feed their feed their family on the basis of daily wages or weekly wages
But due to lockdown they can’t go out door to work .people like tailors ,electricians
etc they have to work to earn money
Whereas the rich people don’t really have to think of the financial issues
Because of their wealth saved in bank

•The healthcare issues
The other basic problem is the health of a poor people who is infected with virus
cannot test it because the test are very excessive and they have this fear that they will
Put them in quarantine so eventually they will not able to work and earn
On other hand the rich person will easily buy any medicine and test and avail
Better treatment at any private hospital

•Educational problem
Due to the lockdown the school,college and university are closed so inorder to
Not waste students time many institutions have started online classes
But there is a problem that not every one has the internet facility
So the poor kid are facing problems and there time is wasting whereas
the rich kid can easily attend the lecture and utilize there time
Also not all the educational institutions are caring about the waste of time
only private Institution are going online classes.Government institutions
are not initiating anything like this

•Conclusion
Therefore one part of is the society is not even affected by the lockdown
Where as the lives of certain people of the society are completely stopped

•••Question no 3•••••

Social media an influential agent of socialization

Media are considered a powerful agent of socialisation responsible for shaping an
Individuals socialisation process

•It helps a person to keep the norms and values alive them or change them

•It highly influence our views and perspectives on our community .

•The mass media include many forms of communication such as books ,



magazines,radio,television and movies

•Social media plays an important role in spreading awareness among
the people

•The influence of mass media has an effect on many aspects of the human life

•This can include individual views and beliefs or even false information

•It has enormous effects on our attitude and behaviour

•Social media tends to implement new lifestyles people tend to follow and
copy the new trend .

•Social media has changed the society in both good and bad ways
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